Introduction
Within the last couple of decades, a number of algorithms designed for the automatic interferogram phase retrieval has been proposed. The underlying phase−encoded physical pa− rameters being measured can be determined by one of the temporal or spatial methods [1] .
The phase stepping interferometry (PSI) method re− quires at least three interferograms of the same phase distri− bution, each phase−shifted in reference to the base inter− ferogram. The method enables us to perform very precise measurements as the phase value in every pixel is computed independently. Linear and nonlinear phase step errors, non− linear detection, quantization and noise errors are the major sources limiting the measurement accuracy. On the other hand, correct application of the Fourier−transform method, most frequently used spatial technique, relies upon either a correct choice of the bandpass filter or almost noiseless interferograms, depending on a specific implementation used.
In view of the above facts, it is readily understood that the interferogram noise reduction is an important issue which affects entire area of interferometric measurements. It also justifies vast amount of denoising algorithms being de− veloped over the past years. Two classes of denoising meth− ods have emerged as the leading ones. The first one utilizes outstanding capabilities of a wavelet transform in both con− tinuous and discrete variants to denoise 1D or 2D signals [2] . The other class, called spin filtering, is based on the fact that signal and noise in a 2D fringe pattern can be easily sep− arated in 1D neighbourhood if the noise is in a different fre− quency band than the signal [3, 4] . To achieve this, the fringe tangent direction in every point of a fringe pattern is estimated.
The aim of this paper is to study 2D fringe pattern denoising performed by the two chosen methods, one using quasi−1D two−arm spin filter and the other using a 2D dis− crete wavelet transform (DWT) signal decomposition and thresholding. The ultimate aim of this comparison is to esti− mate which algorithm is better suited for high−accuracy interferometric measurements performed by the phase shift− ing interferometry (PSI) method, aided with the phase step determination using the so−called lattice site approach. In spite of the fact that both algorithms are designed to mini− mize possible fringe blur and distortion, the evaluation of the errors introduced by each algorithm is essential for proper estimation of their performance.
The overall assessment is divided into several parts. At first, the artificial fringe pattern with Gaussian−distribution noise is generated to acquire more insight into the wavelet transform denoising. Then, both denoising algorithms are applied to filter out the fringe pattern recorded in the experi− ment. Finally, the statistical analysis of the differences be− tween the original and denoised patterns permits to draw conclusions based on unwanted influence introduced by each algorithm. For this purpose, the lattice site approach originally proposed for inspecting the phase shifter cali− bration has been adopted.
This work represents an extension of previously pub− lished studies on the application of the lattice site method to quantitative assessment of experimental errors encountered in the phase shifting interferometry [5, 6] .
Spin filter denoising
Spin filtering is a denoising technique developed by Yu [3] later extended, among many others, by Yu and co−workers [4] . The spin filtering method relies on the fact that the in− tensity of a fringe pattern in the direction tangential to the fringes contains almost only noise, so in this case the noise can be isolated from the signal of interest. Therefore the main condition of the effective denoising is fulfilled. The main filtering scheme is explained below with a particular emphasis put on the implementation details.
Algorithm description
For every pixel in an interferogram, its neighbourhood (user−defined range) is analyzed. In this neighbourhood, a tangential direction to the fringe direction is estimated. Acquiring the line of the least gradient is the most crucial part of the algorithm. Two different ways of solving this problem have been developed. One relies on checking eight predefined directions and determining the direction with the smallest gradient (see Fig. 1 ).
The second solution uses plane fitting to a matrix of neighbourhood intensity values to determine the locally tan− gential direction to the analyzed fringes, i.e., the spin direc− tion. An estimation of the plane coefficients by least squares method enables us to not only find the tangential direction of a plane but most importantly the locus of the least gradi− ent. In the final step, intensities comprising the above men− tioned line are used to compute a new intensity value for an analyzed pixel, either by calculating a mean value or a me− dian. After a new intensity value is computed, the analysis is moved to the next pixel.
Properties of the used methods
One of the main sources of error of the spin filtering scheme originates from a silent assumption that the fringe part being analyzed is straight, any curvature introduces errors and this fact is affecting both approaches in the same manner. The other factor complementing the overall error is an inaccu− rately estimated line of the least gradient. Certainly, this type of error impacts the most the first implementation, where the predefined directions are used. The second ap− proach is more universal than the first one, because the neighbourhood scope can be user−defined whereas in the first one this important parameter is fixed. On the other hand, much simpler architecture of the first approach results in fast execution time in contrast to the second, much more computation−intensive method.
Wavelet denoising
Wavelet processing is the latest concept aimed at solving the problem of the non−stationary signal analysis.
One of the most significant disadvantages of standard Fourier analysis is its global character. For instance, if an extra term with very small amplitude will be added to a sine wave, the overall signal will hardly be modified but its Fou− rier spectrum will change significantly. It is commonly known that in this transform the whole time information about the signal is transformed into its frequency spectrum. To overcome this limitation, a concept of windowed Fourier transform (WFT) has been developed [8] , where the signal is divided into parts, and then each of them is frequency−an− alyzed using a Fourier transform. The outcome is visualized on a plane of time−frequency "atoms" (a spectrogram) where each point corresponds to a WFT coefficient. The real−life signals tend to have low frequency con− tent for longer periods of time and brief moments of high frequency content [9] . The transform that uses the same window size for all analyzed frequencies is surely non−op− timal, for the low frequencies the analysis window will be too short, whereas for the high frequencies it will be too long.
The wavelet transform addresses this by adjusting the width of the analysis window to each scale, the lower the frequency band being analyzed, the wider is the win− dow. Due to a more general approach to a signal (e.g., it is not time−based) in the wavelet analysis, the term scale is used instead of frequency, those parameters are in− versely proportional to each other. Just like in the WFT, the scale−time relationship of a signal is represented as a 2D plane -the scalogram. The exemplary result of ap− plying both of the transforms to one signal is shown in Fig. 2. 
From continuous WT to discrete WT
In case of the CWT, the signal is convolved with wavelets of different scales. A wavelet at each scale corresponds to a certain bandwidth being analyzed. If the wavelet filter bank chosen is not orthogonal, then a portion of spectrum that is analyzed at a given scale will partially overlap with the ones computed using the neighbouring scales, this leads to unnecessary calculations and data redundancy. To avoid it, the orthogonal wavelet filter banks are used to extend CWT into the discrete wavelet transform (DWT), where the entire frequency axis is covered with non−overlapping wavelet spectra of increasing bandwidth, in that way the redundancy is minimized.
Inverse WT
A reconstruction formula can be used to invert the wavelet transformation exactly if only the wavelet used has a zero mean and a finite energy. When those conditions are ful− filled, the inverse WT is then just a linear superposition of the wavelets at a given time and scale with its corresponding coefficients.
Algorithm description
Fringe pattern wavelet denoising scheme used in this article is based on a principle of coefficient thresholding. An image is decomposed using 2D DWT, utilizing Daubechies mo− ther−wavelet of the fifth order. This ensures that the wavelet fully reconstructs any signal that locally fits in a space of the fourth order polynomials [10] . Then all coefficient values from every scale are compared with a computed threshold given by the equation [11] :
where n is the number of analyzed samples and C is the me− dian of coefficients on level 1 of a wavelet pyramid. Then, the standard procedure of soft thresholding is applied. After such processing, the changed wavelet spectrum is synthesized to form a new, noise−suppressed signal. This de− noising procedure is proved to be almost optimal in terms of mean squared error over a wide range of signal classes [11] .
Performance comparison
The performance comparison of both the algorithms will be conducted using two sets of fringe patterns, one artificially generated and the other using experimental data. Sample images are presented in Fig. 3 . Note that modulation in case of the artificially generated pattern is equal to ±90 grey lev− els. This means that after adding 10% of modulation value, Gaussian−type noise, the extreme values still fit within an 8−bit greyscale.
To compare the performance of both algorithms in an experiment, a special set of interferograms has been chosen. Figure 3(c) shows the example of interferometric measure− ment of a vibrating membrane [12] . The image is character− ized by two features, wide bandwidth of spatial frequencies (there are areas with high and low fringe densities near the membrane edges and its centre, respectively) and highly varying fringe modulation (that directly corresponds to lo− cal amplitude of vibrations, see a close−up in Figs. 3(c) and  3(d) ). Those two attributes make such an interferogram a perfect proving ground for all algorithms that are sup− posed to work in a wide range of interferogram parameters.
"Qualitative" method
Selected set of five interferograms, where the first one is treated as a reference and the other four are phase−shifted by 90 degrees, is denoised. Both of the examined algorithms are applied to individual frames and the results are saved. To emphasize the demerits of the confronted algorithms for their performance assessment the following equation is used:
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where Mod is the modulation value for given pixel coordi− nates, and I n is the intensity of the n th frame at a given pixel coordinate. This formula has been derived from a temporal phase shifting method and enables one to obtain the map of interferogram modulation [13] [14] [15] [16] . Such a map is then con− fronted with the modulation of an unfiltered data to draw the conclusions concerning the performance of the algorithms.
Quantitative method
Due to the fact that interferograms used have highly varying features, basic methods of quantitative comparison such as mean and standard deviation of a selected line do not neces− sarily expose real merits and shortcomings of the examined methods. They tend to be related more to a 1D line than a 2D area. That is why a new comparison methodology has been proposed. Its main principle is based on a paper by Gutman and Weber [17] where a novel method of inspect− ing a phase−shifter calibration quality by extending the idea of a mean phase−shift angle histogram (routinely used in such cases) to a special 2D histogram -the lattice site -was proposed. The lattice site approach was recently applied to determine other phase shifting experimental errors, e.g., nonlinear recording and tilt−shift errors [5, 6] . The most frequent schema of the lattice site approach starts with computing the mean phase−shift angle for a set of interferograms for all pixel coordinates by using the equa− tion [18, 19] : believed to be the mean phase−shift angle. In lattice site, however, both parts of the quotient are treated as coordi− nates to be visualized on a 2D lattice (this term is used since the computed values are contained in a discrete set), see Fig. 4 . The (M, Z) combination that corresponds to the de− nominator and nominator values of Eq. (3) is estimated at every pixel coordinate and then marked on a grid. The grey level of each point is related to the frequency of the given combination, in the sense that the point is darker as the com− bination is more frequent. Usually, after the lattice site is constructed, the mean phase−shift angle is computed from the d value using such relationship:
In this case, however, two other important parameters will be sought, the distance between both positive and nega− tive centres of gravity and the w value. Both of them will be explained further in this paragraph.
The positive centre of gravity (COG) coordinates is computed using the equations below [17] 
where H(M,Z) corresponds to the number of occurrences of a given combination. The negative centre of gravity is cal− culated similarly. In the end, the distance between those two centres is calculated using a standard length of a vector for− mula. This parameter is suitable to assess bandwidth damp− ening of a filtering technique, this distance shrinks while such dampening occurs. To obtain the parameter w (see Fig. 4 ), both positive and negative COG coordinates need to be known. At first, the parameters of a line joining those two coordinates are calcu− lated (the parameters a and b in y = ax + b formula). Then, for every combination occurring at least once throughout the lattice site construction scheme, its distance d from the line mentioned above is evaluated using the formula:
where the point P has the coordinates (x P ,y P ), and the line k is defined as Ax + By + C = 0. To obtain meaningful value of the representation width, the w value, the weighted average of distances is computed with the number of occurrences as a weight. This parameter enables one to assess the denoising capability of the algorithms with high accuracy and in a statistically robust way.
Numerical and experimental results

The issue of WT decomposition level
Before presenting the experimental results, some aspects of the wavelet decomposition, mentioned in Sect. 3.3 need fur− ther clarification. Such a decomposition starts with sending a signal through low pass and high pass filters simulta− neously. The filters are strictly related to each other. In this way, first (or level 1) approximations (A 1 ) and details (D 1 ) are acquired. Then, level 1 approximations are treated in the same way, giving level 2 approximations and details (A 2 and D 2 ) while D 1 remains unprocessed. In case of this paper, the procedure is repeated to a certain decomposition level, the procedure of determining such level is presented below.
To estimate the optimum level of decomposition for a given data a simulation had to be made. The fringe pattern shown in Fig. 3(a) has been generated and then, after adding a noise [ Fig. 3(b) ] the data was ready for analysis. The pro− cedure started with estimating global threshold level and then, step−by−step decomposition was made, together with its analysis. The results are presented in Fig. 5 where for ev− ery decomposition level, a standard deviation of the picture has been computed. It is clearly seen that in this case the best decomposition will be the one that is performed up to level 4.
The knowledge about this critical point enables us to perform denoising of experimental data with high confi− dence of the optimum denoising procedure and that is ex− actly what has been done.
Experimental results
The exemplary experimental data shown in Fig. 3(c) is actu− ally a part of the bigger set of interferograms that are denoised using both the spin filter algorithms and the wave− let denoising scheme. The lattice site representation is then Opto−Electron. Rev., 18, no. 2, 2010 B. Zieliński framed in order to visually assess experimental imperfec− tions and also to compute the parameters needed, the dis− tance between the positive and negative centres of gravity and the w parameter. The effects of those actions can be examined in Fig. 6 . Looking at Figs. 6(a) and 6(e) one can notice that the fringe pattern used does not contain much noise (small vi− sual spread and w value) and the experimental imperfec− tions are negligible (straight line). In this case, the filtering technique has to be very exact. The first type of spin filter− ing has effectively made the interferogram worse, the w value has increased and the interval has shrunk by 10. The reason for this is a limited number of directions used in this method. As for Figs. 6(c) and 6(g), where the second variant of spin filtering is shown, one could state that this denoising technique is the best because it gives the smallest ů parame− ter. However, that is not exactly true as this method has also the lowest interval, this corresponds to a dampening nature of the 1D averaging that was used in the algorithm.
In Figs. 6(d) and 6(h), the value w is slightly worse than for the best spinning filter, but the interval is the best of all three methods. This is due to the fact that properly applied wavelet thresholding changes the information locally and not globally like the other methods, thus realizes filtering in a more efficient way. One has to remember that this is the best result achieved by using decomposition level one, the performance on other levels of decomposition is shown in Table 1 . The relationship between Table 1 , the experimental data and Fig. 5 depicting simulation data is obvious. One could ask -why? The cause is obvious when one important fea− ture of a wavelet thresholding is realized, strong threshol− ding can lead to data compression rather than denoising [2, 20, 21] and in that case the error grows (normal situation in lossy compression). The chosen regions of an interfero− gram and a modulation map in Fig. 7 show clearly the com− pression effect. Notice the increasing roughness of the curved fringes while the decomposition level is increasing, the fringe modulation is also degrading.
Comparative analysis of interferogram noise filtration using wavelet transform and spin filtering algorithms
Due to the fact that in this paper, till now, the lattice site representation has not been used to estimate filtering perfor− mance of various denoising algorithms, the additional phase deviation calculations have been made to further support the conclusions drawn in the first part of this section. A set of five interferograms was preprocessed with the algorithms discussed. The resulting sets were used to calculate phase distribution employing the classic Schwider−Hariharan five− −frame algorithm [19] . Next, the phases were unwrapped by the quality guided algorithm [22] (j F , in Table 2 ) and sub− tracted from a reference surface (Ref Surf , in Table 2 ) that was created by averaging multiple interpolations of a random grid points of non−preprocessed, unwrapped phase distribu− tion. Table 2 shows the final phase distribution deviation in− troduced by the examined algorithms. As it can be noted, all the filtering properties that were discussed in the beginning of this section have shown as cumulated phase distortion, effectively making the wavelet algorithm the most accurate in this case. On the other hand, the dampening nature of the spin filters has prevailed over their accuracy in noise− −removal, worsening the overall phase distribution results.
Execution time
Properly implemented denoising using wavelet threshol− ding algorithm gives not only better results in comparison to spin filtering techniques but is also less time consuming. Typically, the wavelet denoising is computed roughly with the same speed as a simple variant of spin filtering (having better accuracy than the more complicated one) mainly due to a very straightforward implementation of the DWT pro− cedure. More precise variant of spin filtering takes roughly 40 times more than the other algorithms to complete the cal− culations. In this case, the most time−consuming part is the plane fitting to a neighbourhood matrix which in turn en− ables us to estimate the fringe tangential direction.
Final conclusions and recommendations
Out of the two types of denoising methods presented in this paper, the wavelet denoising by thresholding is recommen− ded since it not only enables us to achieve good denoising effects but also almost preserves the initial data frequency bandwidth. The algorithm is not time−consuming which is Comparison between a non−denoised area and areas denoised by a wavelet thresholding with decomposition levels varying from one to four (image order from left to right). Notice the increasing influence of compression due to excessive thresholding. equally important. By the use of this algorithm one can con− duct high accuracy interferometric measurements. The issues that need to be addressed in continued re− search include automatic determination of the decomposi− tion level (the use of one of the two lattice site parameters discussed in this paper is considered), an adaptation of a lat− tice site representation to only two phase−shifted interfero− grams (the computation of a lattice site representation from five phase−shifted interferograms puts a dependence on even phase−shifts), further simulations to compare the experimen− tal lattice site representations with the artificial ones.
